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WINTER ON THE LONG 
TRAIL 

By RICHARD L. BROWN 

THERE are many good summer hikers, I suppose, not at all tender
feet, who still shiver at the notion of the frozen ridges of winter. 

Skiing has done a good deal toward popularizing the snow-drifts, 
but even the skiers are apt to think of winter as a series of inter
ruptions of their chat by the warming-hut fire . The number of 
mountain-lovers who actually go up the Trail in winter, overnight 
or even for an afternoon, is still very small. Both the summer hiker 
and the ski-tow addict have much to learn about the possibilities 
of the Trail region. 



For a full five months of the year, from the time of that first 
salting of snow on the upper range until the freshets overflow the 
stream beds, the 2000 square miles of the Trail sector offer a dif
ferent and fresher interest . The air itself takes on a new lightness. 
That heavy, leafy fragrance is refined by the winter into something 
lighter and headier-you feel the elevation in your lungs as you 
never have before. More than this, the mountains become, visually, 
a new country. Test this along your favorite stretch of the Trail, if 
you like, and see if bends, where you have previously tunnelled 
through the leaves, do not offer new, magnificent outlooks. The 
ravine which you had viewed in fragments through the foliage now 
appears in a sharp, perfect whole, with the glimmering course of 
the frozen brook threading its whole length in unbroken perspective. 

The fifteen flourishing ski resorts of the Trail region can provide a 
certain amount of this kind of interest. From the smooth white 
slopes of Pico, Mansfield, or Bread Loaf, one sees panoramas of 
white and evergreen which were completely hidden in summer. 
There one finds color, companionship , and every sort of winter 
sports equipment, while most of the resorts clear trudging trails to 
invite their patrons to some share in the real mountain experience. 

But it is doubtful if manufactured ski slopes and trails permit the 
breadth of enjoyment known by the G.M.C. veterans who still go 
into the mountains on snowshoes. They know what the winter 
silence is like, more intense than that of the summer peaks, when 
even the frozen trees seem to stand and listen. They take time to 
look into the green crystal of the ice-bound waterfall and observe 
the ways of snow in wind. They become woodsmen and philos
ophers; they are not simply gymnasts. 

Skis can be as handy in the woods as snowshoes. But why not 
more snowshoeing nowadays? If the fashion does not favor snow
shoes, that makes them cheaper but not less useful. A good pair was 
sold at an auction the other day for thirty-five cents, while an in
different pair of skis went for five dollars . Snowshoeing is more 



easily learned, is more easily adapted to the Trail, puts one more 
in the mood to see things. But either way will take the hiker where 
he ought to go if he maintains a woodsman's objectives and peace 
of mind. 

At least twenty of the Trail cabins are fit for winter use, with 
fairly tight structures, good stoves, and plentiful fire-wood. Most of 
these are close enough to approach trails so that the hike in, even 
in cold weather, is not too long and dangerous. Naturally such a 
winter trip demands more care and planning than a summer one of 
four times the length. A misjudgment may mean disaster . The 
hiker should learn from a real authority in just what condition his 
prospective cabin is . He should allow plenty of daylight time for 
replenishing the woodpile. But when this is all done and he has had 
his hike, sitting with his friends around the fire while the snow 
piles up against the door, he will have learned some winter lessons 
which words could not have told him. 

Lunch in a snow dug-out 



Sunset Schuss and Pico Area 

PICO 
By GROVER E. WRIGHT 

IF you have never experienced a trip to a mountain sky line in 
winter, it is difficult to understand the beauty and grandeur that 

have attracted thousands to the sport of skiing: the morning view of 
high, rocky cliffs framed in balsam or spruce and contrasting sharply 
with the pure white of a deep winter's snow; the jewel-like bril
liance of ice-encrusted buds and twigs sparkling through the purple 
cast of a winter's twilight; and at night a thrill in the first bright 
moonlight view where mountain peaks and trees seem to have 
grown infinitely taller and more majestic since sunset. 

The Pico area east of Rutland is as perfect a setting for such an 



induction as one will find east of the Rockies. Transportation to 
snow fields, warming huts , and approach pilgrimages is no prob
lem for a weekend outing. If you are stopping at the Long Trail Lodge, 
the ski terrain starts and ends at your doorstep. There's a downhill 
trail to the lift and a return route from the summit to the Lodge. 
Anyone with an aversion to climbing can forget his herring bone as 
soon as he arrives at the Pass. 

Hundreds come to Pico , but there is no traffic problem on the 
slopes . The half-mile ski-lift can be geared to handle the biggest 
crowds with no congestion. Sunset Schuss trail was made wider 
than usual , with broad turns and is one of the safest trails in the 
East . The runs are graduated from long smooth novice grades to 
dazzling steep expert speedways. Islands of trees separate these 
runs and tend to segregate the skiers for the safety of all concerned. 
The open slope area has been doubled in size and affords plenty of 
room for the Swiss Ski School classes under the guidance of Karl 
Acker . Karl hails from one of Europe's most famous skiing centers- 1

• 

Davos, Switzerland- where he was a seasoned instructor in Jack 
Ettinger's School before he came to Vermont three years ago. 

Open Slope 



The Pico area has been growing since i936. It was only a big 
idea the first year, and the Sunset Schuss the second. But in i938 it 
took on the first semblance of a winter resort when the Lodge was 
chinked, wind-proofed, weather-stripped, and furnaced. It was a 
success. 

In fact the venture was such a remarkable success that the Club 
Trustees decided the following year to construct a new type of 
Lodge to be used as an annex in the summer season and as a skiers' 
lodge in Winter. There are steam-heated rooms with colonial maple 
furniture, private baths, or rooms with running water. 

A year's experiment has shown the worth of the Trustee's vision. 
The Lodge is unrivaled in its unique location. There is a comfortable 
lounge with a roaring fireplace for quiet relaxation at the end of 
the day; indoor games, "sugarin' off" and popcorn parties for 
evening entertainment, occasional weekend dances, and Swedish 
Smorgasbord spreads. For those who aren't anxious to exert them
selves too vigorously, there is a wide, sheltered terrace open to the 
warm sun all day and facing the beautiful view of Pico's summit. 
Cross-country trails planned for novice skiers and snowshoeing 
parties are attracting the older group and the camera artists. 

All considered, Pico is the perfect Long Trailers' winter paradise. 

Winter 
Q_uarters, 

Long Trail 
Lodge 



THE COMPLEAT TRAILER 
TONG TRAILERS are probably as open-eyed a lot as one would find 
L in the whole world of recreation, but there are few who have 
covered the complete curriculum in Green Mountaineering. Intent 
on educating with a vengeance, the Middlebury College Press is 
preparing a book which will serve as authentic text , literary enter
tainment, and counsel on the Long Trail. What Isaac Walton once 
did for the Compleat Angler , the Press will do for the would-be 
complete Trailer . 

Most of Vermont's great literati have beep. busy during the fall 
polishing off chapters for the volume. Dorothy Canfield Fisher in 
an introduction is to settle the problem once and for all of why 
people go to all the bother of making themselves uncomfortable , 
sweaty, hungry , dirty , and weary, by electing to go trailing any
way. Her hiker's philosophy should prove a classic. 

James Taylor, the indefatigable State Secretary of the Chamber 
of Commerce, and the real founder of the Long Trail , is tracing its 
history from the dream and blueprint stage to the accomplished 



fact. Charles Crane who is perhaps more capable than any other 
Vermonter of saying, "Let ME Show You Vermont ," is treating, 
with his usual flush of good humor the subject of equipment- everr 
thing from pants and packs to bunks and johns . Winter on the Trail 
is Richard Brown's tale ; at Middlebury College he teaches such 
courses as Literary Composition and Writing from Models, and 
his chapter on winter sports centers on or near the Trail will be a 
future model of outing journalism. 

From Old Vermont Houses, Captain Herbert Wheaton Congdon 
has graduated to thrushes and porcupines' bears and black snakes. 
He has done the chapter on Wild Life. Wallace Cady, an instructor 
at Brooklyn College who, on the side, is finishing up a doctor 's 
thesis on Vermont Geology, explains all_ about divides and valleys , 
whence came the pothole and the mountain lake- how the Green 
Mountains happened anyway. While Governor Aiken was re
covering from a recent illness he took up his slack time doing 
his chapter on flowers , ferns , trees, effect of altitude on flowering 
season, etc., etc. And late in the summer Robert Anderson, president 
of the Intercollegiate Outing Club Association, trekked the whole 
distance from the Massachusetts line to the Canadian border for 
data on a chapter entitled Trail Panorama. It will be the latest 
available summary of the Trail situation. 

The book, to be published next spring, will by no means be a 
substitute for the Guide; rather one will supplement the other. It 
will be a valuable volume for anyone setting out on his first long 
Long Trail expedition and will be checked by veteran Long Trailers 
for authenticity. The publication is entirely on a philanthropic 
basis: all the authors are contributing their chapters , and the Mid
dlebury College Press in turn will contribute any funds above costs 
to some Long Trail project. The price on advance orders from 
veteran Long Trailers and members is $2.00 . The final price and 
number of illustrations in the book will depend on the number of 
advance orders . Better make a place for it in your knapsack. 



Mt. Mansfield 

3PORT3MENJ 3 0 3 
By THE EDITOR 

EVERY YEAR thousands of hikers from every part of the United 
States take advantage of the Long Trail facilities for day and 

overnight hiking trips . Organized summer campers come by the 
score; metropolites arrive by the family to trek over a fifty-mile 
stretch , a group may squat for a week at a single camp; truck loads 
of college students take over a section of Trail for a day; but the 
great majority of Trail enthusiasts come in small groups of three, 
four, or a half dozen to get the tobacco out of their lungs , to steep 
in mountain views , balsam aroma , and campfire smoke. A surprising 
number of them are out of the youth class. Invariably these oldsters 
and middle aged return to civilization with a few years knocked 
off their antiquity and a wholesome, priceless holiday to temper 
the winter months at the office. There was no charge, no admission 
fee , no duns , no dues: it was a free vacation. 

But was it? 
Somewhere along the Trail, someone in an appreciative mood 



probably popped the question to which no one knew the answer : 
Who is responsible for clearing the Long Trail, keeping blazes 
up to date , maintaining the lodges? Did some foresighted individ
ual leave us endowment? Does the State chip in , or W .P .A.? 

The answer to the last two questions is NO. Except for those 
sections where the Trail crosses National Forest, the whole three 
hundred m_iles are kept up by private enterprise, private pennies , 
private sweat. The Green Mountain Club , Inc. merely aims to 
direct and coordinate the work. Usually the books are in the red. 

While a few hundred help with the job of clearing trail , build
ing cabins , and paying dues , the thousands follow in their hiking 
boots, assuming that it is their privilege to reap the benefits. 

Use of the Long Trail has been steadily increasing during the 
past ten years , but membership in the Club which supports the 
Trail has been shrinking in adverse ratio. Perhaps it is partly the 
fault of the organization in not insisting on payment of dues. But 
the Long Trail is not a toll road and it would be over the coffins of 
the Trustees that toll huts were set up . 

The membership subscription for hikers-at-large is three dollars ; 
the sections set their own figures . For these contributions, each 
member receives the quarterly Long Trail N_ews, a vote in Club 
affairs , and a discount on board and lodgings at the Long Trail 
Lodge. In addition , each member may feel that he is helping along 
a cause and a Vermont institution. 

The Club in the past has let the consciences of hikers be their 
own guide in supporting its functions. That policy will be con
tinued . It appeals to the sportsmanship of individuals who use the 
Trail. When you take a free vacation ranging over the crests of the 
Green Mountains , recall that others are paying for it out of their 
funds of sportsmanship or out of their pocketbooks. 

If you are already contemplating a hike for next summer , or if 
the debt for last summer's pack trip weighs on your conscience, 
you can settle up by endorsing the card insert. 



BLUE BLAZES 
GARB The N.ews experimentally tries on a new dress with this issue. The 
editor eagerly awaits your comment . Whether it goes back to the old semi-tabloid 
shape and size or to a mimeographed page depends on your reaction- and your 
response to the membership rally. We're in the market for brilliantly written 
500 word articles- that say as much as 2000 words. And especially we want 
Trail anecdotes-so words short-Green Mountain experiences, light historical 
notes on cabins, trails, and things- any Long Trailiana that will fit onto the 
back of a government post card. 

~. 
BEAUTY REST One day the Taft Lodge caretaker was packing a new 
mattress across the top of Mansfield, from the Hotel to the Lodge. A couple of 
gushing ladies commented on the size of his pack. "Oh," he replied, "I always 
carry a mattress when I go hiking. I believe in sleeping in comfort ." 

It was the same caretaker who upset his pancake batter on the top , and 
down the sides , of the stove. When his city guests offered their amused sympa
thy, he merely scraped the batter off, turned it over, and ate it anyway. (He 
wouldn't have thought of it if they hadn't felt sorry for him.) 

NO MORE DUES To make it clear that the Green Mountain Club , Inc. is 
a non-profit (though not necessarily a non-deficit) organization the word 
"dues" has been officially stricken from the By-Laws and replaced by the more 
apropros term "contributions ." Hereafter members at large contribute $J. oo a 
year, junior members (under i 8 years) at large, $ i. oo. Sections set their own 
rate of contribution. Take the matter up with your lawyer, come income tax day. 

GRADIENT How the Patrol tells whether the grade is too steep to put a 
trail straight up: lay the tools on the ground; if they don't slide, O.K.; if 
they do, put in a zig, and (if necessary) a zag too. 





SPEAKING OF PAPERING The next time you " freshen" the library, den, 
playroom, or the kitchen., don't forget to consider Long Trail wallpaper. The 
Thomas Strahan Company has produced a handsome Vermont design in six 
color variations: typical sugar bush, the Old Chapel at Middlebury College, 
horseback riding, fishing, and the LONG TRAIL. The paper , suggested by 
the Middlebury College Press, is known as "The Middlebury." If your dealer 
handles Strahan products, he'll have it ; if not , page the Alumnae Office, Mid
dlebury College, Middlebury, Vermont. They'll help you. 

SPIRIT OF 76 The Intersectional Hike idea has been in the wind for years. 
One finally came off last September in grand style. Our statisticians counted 
exactly 76 assembled at Lincoln-Warren Pass for the trip up Mt. Abraham. 
High point of the trip (other than the altitude , 4052') was afternoon coffee 
served at Battell Shelter . The Killington section poured. 

FREE MONTH Instead of promoting membership contributions in the man
ner of the Vermont Motor Vehicle Department, the Trustees have determined 
to be even more generous. Your membership card expires at midnight December 
31st, but that doesn't mean it will cost $3 .00 to belong to the Club during the 
remainder of 1940: Voted at the October meeting that any person joining after 
August 1st shall receive a card good through December 31st of the following 
year . 

BOUQUET Club correspondence more often contains brickbats than bou
quets , so we hasten to quote from the dispatch of a New Hampshire hiker : "I 
have just returned from a very enjoyable trip on the trail fromJourney's End to 
Eden. We were especially impressed with the marvelous cactus mattresses , 
and the almost superhuman work done by the Patrol in clearing the way on 
Belvidere. We have often wondered if the club couldn't increase its revenues by 
insisting that people who use the trail for more than , say, two days, join the 
organization." 

We endorse the suggestion. A liberal prize awaits the one who submits a 
plan whereby it can be enforced. 



IN MEMORIAM One of the finest lodges on the whole three-hundred-mile 
length of the Trail is on Killington Peak. A bronze tablet next to the door tells 
part of the story: "Charles P. Cooper Memorial Lodge, Erected by Vermont 
Forest Service i939." To Mortimer Proctor, who contributed the land, to 
Perry Merrill, and to others who contributed toward the Cooper Fund you 
will have to go for the rest of the story. This newest Trail lodge, formally 
dedicated on June 2, is a handsome memorial to one of the truest friends and 
staunchest supporters the Club ever had. 

AT LARGE The Long Trail stops on the Massachusetts line, but for Long 
Trailers there appear to be no bounds. For instance when a census was taken of 
the Guides assisting with the 25th Federal Census of Bird Life in Northern 
New Jersey, every one of them turned out to be a member of the Green Mountain 
Club. 

JUG END Yale played Navy that weekend, Harvard countered Dartmouth, 
Vermont took on New Hampshire, but far from the cheering crowds, Green 
Mountaineers joined the Yorkers over the football weekend of October 26 for 
a rousing good time at Jug End Barn, South Egremont, Mass. Give a hiker a 
choice between a football game and a good outing and he'll turn down the 
gridiron every time. Next year the reunion will be at Thendara in the Inter
state Park at Bear Mountain. 

OPEN ROAD If you are one of the fans who like to go somewhere on skis 
rather than up and down the same hill all day, head for the Long Trail Lodge 
country. Cross-country skiing is on the upswing and the Club is swinging with 
it. The Trustees have authorized the marking of several ski touring routes all 
centering at the Lodge. President Puffer, who has an ear for alliteration, suggests 
that you 

1
"Write Wright right now." 

ANTITOXIN Five shining new trustee faces will put in their appearance on 
May 31, i941-and at all future Trustees' meetings scheduled annually for the 
second Saturday of April. To insure turnover in governing personnel, the Club 
has decreed retiring Trustees ineligible for reelection for one year. 

LANE PRESS 

BURLINGTON, V T . 




